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Abstract
Considering the theoretical characteristics of grey system method and neural network, a grey neural network 

prediction method was proposed by combining the grey prediction model and the neural network in order to improve 
the accuracy of vehicle vibration prediction. On the purpose of verifying the proposed model, the vibration data of 
several measuring points under different traveling speed of a pick-up truck were both tested in an experimental way 
and predicted in a theoretical way. The results show that it is feasible to apply the proposed grey neural network 
prediction method to calculate the vehicle vibration data, which improves the prediction accuracy effectively.
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Introduction
Vibration characteristic is one of the most important performances 

of the vehicle, which affects the comfort of the passengers directly. 
Vehicle vibration data are generally obtained through experimental or 
dynamics analysis. In the process of automobile product development, 
it is necessary to predict vehicle vibration based on incomplete test 
data. However, the actual vehicle system is nonlinear and complex, in 
which some information is known and some information is unknown 
or uncertain. The input-output relationship of a vehicle system is not 
completely certain or unique, and is like a “quasi-definite” relation. For 
example, the relation between the power characteristic output and the 
road input of vehicle presents an uncertain grey domain or grey band, 
as shown in Figure 1.

Grey prediction model is a nonlinear extrapolation prediction 
method developed in the 1980s. Because of its practicality, less data 
required, flexible, convenient modeling and high prediction accuracy, 
grey prediction model had been widely used in various fields of natural 
sciences and social sciences. 

Artificial neural network has unique self-learning abilities for 
problems that have necessary data, but it is difficult to be described by 
an accurate mathematical model. Artificial neural network is able to 
extract the internal mapping and relation between data after learning 
and training. The neural network has the advantages of parallel 
computing, distributed information storage, strong fault-tolerant 
capability and adaptive learning function, which shows its superior 
position in dealing with complex artificial intelligence and nonlinear 
problems. 

Both neural network and grey system theory can predict the model 
parameters, but the two algorithms have their own deficiencies. The 
combination of grey system theory and neural network algorithm can 
improve the effectiveness and robustness of prediction [1]. Grey neural 
network prediction has various combination methods Yuan et al. and 
Sun et al. [2,3] combined residual amendment grey model with BP 
neural network, which analyzed small sample time series data. Liu et 
al. [4] predicted the rolling force of hot-strip by combining grey theory 
and BP neural network. Zhang et al. [5] predicted the wear of cylinder 
liners by establishing an optimized grey neural network prediction 
model. Yang et al. [6] analyzed and predicted the faults of electronic 
equipment through the construction of grey neural network model. 
He et al. [7] took predicting life of gear pump as an example, which 
proved the improved grey neural network model has higher precision 
than original GM (1,1) model. In addition, there is another method 
that grey model is used to predict and then neural network model is 
used to correct its prediction residual [7].

In this paper, a new method of predicting vehicle vibration is 
proposed by combining the grey prediction model and the neural 
network. The example shows that the method has high prediction 
accuracy.

Methodology
Grey GM (1,1) Model

Grey prediction is usually a prediction method based on GM (1,1) 
model. GM (1,1) model is a first order univariate differential equation 
dynamic model with differential, difference, exponential compatibility 
and other properties. GM (1,1) model mainly deals with the univariate 
prediction problems [8]. Define a data sequence:

}{(0) (0) (0) (0)( ) (1), (2),..., ( )X t X X X n=

Define that (1) (k)X  is the 1 cumulative accumulation (1-AGO) of 

Figure 1: A grey relation between the power characteristic output and the road 
input of vehicle.
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Accumulation can weaken the random interference of original data, 
and highlight the inherent implication of the system. For generated 
sequence (1) (k)X , establish the differential equation:

(1)
(1) (2)dx ax u

dt
+ =

where, a and u are undetermined parameters, and the response 
functions are obtained by solving the above differential equation:
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Denote parameter vector as α , then
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where, B is cumulative generation matrix, ny is a vector,
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Suppose that (1) (1) (1) (1) (1)ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆx (2), x (3),..., x ( 1),.., x ( ), 1, 2,..., , ) x ( 1)k n k N k+ = + , is a 
cumulative value according to equation (3), and reducing value 

(0)x̂ ( 1)k + is also required to be calculated.
(0) (1) (1)ˆ ˆ ˆx ( 1) x ( 1) x (k), k 1,2,..., (7)k k n+ = + − =  

After obtaining the reducing value, the accuracy of the grey model 
should be tested. The residual error, difference between the reducing 
value and the actual value, is usually used to verify the accuracy of the 
model. Then qualified model will be used for prediction.

In this paper, vibration accelerations of all measuring points 
in a pick-up truck under different speeds were studied applying the 
proposed method. One measuring points in car body roof and three 
measuring points in frame close to powertrain mounts were selected 
for sensor installation in tests. Road vibration test is shown in Figure 2. 
The installation diagram of vibration acceleration sensor in frame close 
to transmission is shown in Figure 3. Vibration acceleration test values 
of all measuring points under different speeds are shown in Table 1 
close to engine right mount; Point 4 is in body roof.

GM (1,1) model were established as follows according to Table ① 
- ④ indexes:

Figure 2: Road vibration test.

Figure 3: The installation diagram of vibration acceleration sensor in frame 
close to transmission mount.

Vibration 
Acceleration/Speed/ Measuring point 30 (km/h) 40 (km/h) 50 (km/h) 60 (km/h) 70 (km/h) 80 (km/h) 90 (km/h)

Point 1 0.658684 0.769572 0.814738 0.945602 1.141909 1.254560 1.705153
Point 2 0.420543 0.449616 0.541690 0.808675 1.186350 1.498909 1.656498
Point 3 0.427067 0.461927 0.533869 0.744361 0.950466 1.285120 1.464960
Point 4 5.391698 6.950552 7.541164 8.291179 10.142348 11.362862 15.876513

Table 1: Vibration acceleration test values of all measuring points under different speeds (m/s2).

For point 1:

 (1) 0.169181736x̂ ( 1) 3.733321534 3.07437407 (8)kk e+ = −

For point 2:

 (1) 0.253138579x̂ ( 1) 1.746501927 1.325958749 (9)kk e+ = −

For point 3:

 (1) 0.237899124x̂ ( 1) 1.714198794 1.287132266 (10)kk e+ = −  

For point 4:

 (1) 0.176948831x̂ ( 1) 31.4150947 26.02339647 (11)kk e+ = −

The above models can be applied to the actual prediction after 
inspection. The vibration accelerations of all vehicle measuring points 
under 30 km/h-100 km/h speeds were calculated from the model (8) 
- (11) as shown in Table 2. According to the above Grey prediction 
method and results, GM (1,1) model only predicts a single data 
sequence without considering the correlation between each index 
sequence. The prediction result will be greatly affected when there is 
disturbance of individual data in the original sequence. So, grey neural 
network model is introduced to improve the prediction method.

Combined Grey neural network prediction model

The method used in this paper is to establish the GM (1,1) model 
for four indicator sequences respectively. Then the predictions of the 
original sequence can be obtained. There may be a deviation between 
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these predicted and actual test values. Moreover, there is mutual 
coupling between the vibration of these four measuring points. 
Therefore, neural network model was employed to synthetically 
analyze the deviation between the predicted value and the actual test 
value and the mutual coupling relationship between the sequences. The 
predicted values of GM (1,1) are taken as the input sample of neural 
network and the actual test values are taken as the output sample. 
After the neural network is trained by these samples, the weights and 
thresholds of corresponding nodes can be obtained. Then, the next or 
more predicted values of GM (1,1) model are taken as inputs of neural 
network, and the output are the final predicted values.

Multi-layer feedforward neural network based on the error 
back-propagation algorithm (BP algorithm) was used in the paper. 
The learning process of BP algorithm is composed of two processes: 
signal forward propagation and error back propagation. Through 
the correction of network weight and threshold, the error function is 
decreased along the gradient direction.

The number of hidden layer neurons is very important for the 
performance of neural network. If the number of hidden layer neurons 
is too small, it will not solve the problem. If the number of hidden layer 
neurons is too much, the tolerance of network will be worse and “over-
consistent” will happen easily. The appropriate number of hidden layer 
neurons is 6 according to the principle of the smallest test error [9]. 

Design and analysis of network was carried out based on the BP 
neural network program compiled in MATLAB. The structure of 
neural network is shown in Figure 4.

Results and Discussion
Simulation and test

The combination method is used to predict the vibration index of 
vehicle at 100 km/h speed. Then the prediction accuracy is analyzed to 
demonstrate its feasibility.

Modeling steps are as follows:

1. The GM (1,1) predicted data of four measuring points under 
30-90 km/h speeds are taken to construct four data sequences P with 
length 7;

2. The corresponding actual test data are taken to construct another 
four data sequences T with length 7;

3. The predicted values (P) are used as the input vector of neural 
network, and the actual values (T) are used as the output vector of the 
neural network. The initial weights, thresholds and network structure 
of the network are initialized;

4. The weights and thresholds of each corresponding node are 
obtained by training the network;

5. The GM (1,1) predicted values of vehicle at 100 km/h speed are 
taken as the input of neural network. The corresponding outputs are 
obtained after simulation, which are the final prediction results of the 
vibration acceleration of each measuring point at 100 km/h speed. As 
shown in Table 3, the average of absolute value of the relative error 
of each sequence was obtained by comparing the predicted results 
of combined model and GM (1,1) prediction model. The result of 
combined method is 3.29%, while GM (1,1) model is 6.46%. Absolute 
value of maximum relative error of combined model is 4.60%, and GM 
(1,1) model is 9.88%. The superiority of the proposed method in vehicle 
vibration prediction is shown.

Conclusion
In this paper, the method of predicting vehicle vibration with grey 

neural network is proposed. The relationship between data within 
data sequence is considered, and the mutual coupling relationship 
between data sequences is also considered. The example shows that 
the combined method has higher prediction accuracy than the single 
GM (1,1) model. This paper provides a new method for multi-sequence 
coupled data prediction.
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